**Note:** Prior to Ganging:
If electrical is included – Best to install electrical grommets into units prior to ganging.
It is recommended that more than one person be used to move, align, and gang models together.

**Ganging Assembly**

1. Position and level all ganging models in the desired location and layout configuration.

2. Remove back pillows and seat cushions, set aside.

3. If choosing to eliminate square legs from units by utilizing ganging bracket with leg, place individual units onto backs and remove appropriate legs by removing screws from alignment brackets, then removing ¼”-20 bolt from inside of frame. (IF NOT REMOVING ADJACENT LEGS, SKIP TO STEP #4)
4. Attach each ganging bracket to the first joining unit with (2) ¾” Washers and (2) ¼-20 X ¾” Hex head bolts. Hand tighten at this point so alignment can be adjusted later. Stand unit up into usable position.

5. Align the first unit with the ganging bracket(s) attached with the second joining unit.
Align the ganging bracket holes on the bottom of the second joining unit and insert the second set of \( \frac{1}{4}-20 \times \frac{3}{4} " \) Hex head bolts into the pre-threaded holes only hand tightening at this time. ***ROUTE ANY ELECTRICAL THROUGH GANGING BRACKETS PRIOR TO TIGHTENING***

Align, orient, and level ganged assembly in desired final position. Tighten all bolts with a 7/16” socket wrench. Continue these steps for multiple ganged units.

Reinstall seat cushions and back pillows.